Stalled Spaces Scotland
Expressions of Interest
Introduction
Architecture and Design Scotland (A+DS) are leading the national roll out of
the Legacy 2014 programme Stalled Spaces Scotland, aimed at
supporting local authorities and communities to bring stalled spaces or
derelict and vacant land back into temporary use to benefit communities and
enhance town centres.
To align with the Scottish Government’s Town Centre Action Plan and
the Town Centre First Principle the programme will primarily look at stalled
spaces located within town centres or district centres within city boundaries.
Drawing learning from the award winning Stalled Spaces initiative led by
Glasgow City Council (GCC). A+DS will work with GCC and local authorities
to promote and deliver an appropriate Stalled Space initiative in their town
centre areas and to support and empower local communities through skills
training and collaborative approaches.
Expressions of Interest
A+DS wants to support the delivery of an appropriate Stalled Spaces
initiative in local authority areas outside Glasgow. At this stage we would
like to invite local authorities to express an interest in delivering a
Stalled Spaces initiative within their authority.
Project details, objectives and eligibility are provided below:
1. National Roll Out
Available to all local authorities, Stalled Spaces Scotland, will aim to support
local authorities and communities to transform up to 30 sites across
Scotland within the 2.5 year framework. Local authorities will have to take
ownership of the development and delivery of their own Stalled Space
initiative. A+DS and GCC will develop a programme of support including;
consultation, skills matching, workshops and information surgeries that
interested parties can access.
There will be a small grant available for interested local authorities to deliver a
Stalled Spaces funding programme in their area. Local authorities will be
expected to match fund any grant received and to manage their stalled
space initiative, including developing a funding and allocation process.

2. Toolkit and Evaluation
Evaluation and case studies will be carried out by A+DS in order to develop
useful lessons learnt models. These will highlight examples of the Stalled
Spaces Scotland programme. The processes will be recorded through
various mediums resulting in a digital toolkit that will form a practical guide to
help communities and will be disseminated nationwide through promotion
and web. The local authorities will support and contribute to this process.
3. Seminar
A seminar in Nov 2014 will offer inspiration and support for local authorities,
business improvement groups and communities as a platform for debate,
reflection, information exchange and skills development. It will comprise of
presentations demonstrating existing national and international projects that
have delivered engaging places with community at their core.
4. Pilot Stalled Space
We would like to run at least one pilot project in a local authority that could
showcase what is possible in a town centre stalled space. We want to work
in partnership with an interested community group, organisation or local
authority to identify a suitable project/community that has already
planned/applied to do work. A+DS will fund the development of the project
and work with the community to facilitate and deliver their brief.
Stalled Spaces Initiatives Objectives
The Stalled Spaces initiatives delivered by local authorities in their area
have the following four objectives:
1. To enable communities to temporarily transform disused spaces and
communicate their aspirations to local authorities in their development.
2. To support a learning network for communities involved ensuring there
is legacy in the skills developed.
3. To increase skill sharing and provide opportunities for knowledge
exchange with both local communities and professionals.
4. To demonstrate the benefits of community engagement and the
regeneration of vacant sites.
Funding
The maximum grant awarded to any one local authority is expected to be in
the order of £10,000-£15,000. Local authorities must provide 50% match
funding for any grant awarded by Architecture and Design Scotland (A+DS).
Total funding available is £48,000.
Timescale and Eligible Initiatives
We would like local authorities to start developing their Stalled Spaces
initiatives during 2014. The Stalled Spaces Initiative funding should be
awarded by local authorities to community groups, charities and eligible
organisations in the period from April 2015 to March 2016.

Applications will be restricted to Stalled Spaces initiatives proposed by local
authorities that have a town centre focus. The aim is for 75% of projects
awarded funding through a local authority Stalled Spaces funding scheme to
be in town centres with the remaining 25% flexibly made up of town centres
and high streets within cities or hinterland sites that demonstrate a direct
contribution to their town centres.
We will still welcome interest from local authorities who cannot meet this
timescale or the eligibility criteria so please get in touch with us.
Closing Date and Information
Please get in touch with us to express your interest by 15 August 2014 this should include your name, contact details and local authority. From
mid August until October we will be inviting local authorities to apply to
participate in the project and receive grant funding.
Information Surgeries and Guidelines
In September and October 2014 A+DS and GCC, will deliver information
surgeries in four areas across Scotland. These will provide further information
on the Stalled Spaces Scotland programme and the opportunity to ask
questions. A guidelines document will be available from Sept 2014 that will
provide background information and useful resources. Further details will be
available on our website www.ads.org.uk
Submissions
Expressions of interest should be submitted by email to:
stalledspaces@ads.org.uk
If you would like some more information about the project please contact
either Emma Halliday or Lesley Robertson:
Emma Halliday
emma.halliday@ads.org.uk
0141 204 7911

Lesley Robertson
lesley@ads.org.uk
0141 204 7912

